All Are Welcome!

Book Launch

World Social Forum: Challenging Empires

Updated 2nd Edition

Jai Sen & Peter Waterman (eds.)

Experimenting with a politics that can cope with uncertainty...

“A stellar collection of essays. Indispensable reading.” -- Immanuel Wallerstein, Fernand Braudel Center

"An excellent effort at combining both information and critical reflection on the World Social Forum phenomenon." -- Massimo De Angelis

"World Social Forum: Challenging Empires is a stupendous collection of essays, documents and statements, a critical self-consideration of the WSF process by a variety of people." -- Milan Rai, The New Standard

Thursday, September 18 2008
1:00 - 3:00 PM (13–15)

@ Babel/J eriko café bar, at Spångatan 38, Malmö
Just 200 metres from the ESF site !!

Speakers : Chico Whitaker, Jai Sen, Peter Waterman and Teivo Teivainen; others also expected

Contact : Dimitri Roussopoulos, BRB : +44-7505 181 681
Jai Sen, CACIM : +46-706-03 66 83

Organised by

Black Rose Books, Canada
http://www.blackrosebooks.net/index.htm

&
CACIM, India
www.cacim.net / www.openspaceforum.net